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Saints Protection & Investigations A private investigation business, pulling together men from the

CIA, FBI, ATF, DEA, Border Patrol, SEALS, and police, devoted to the missions no one else wants

or can solve. Veterinarian Blaise Hanssen understood animalsâ€¦especially the strays he collected.

When he stumbled across a dog and its homeless owner scrounging for food in an alley, his

protective instincts kicked it. But the woman quickly disappeared before he could help.Searching for

her, he discovered a beautiful woman and her dog needing to be rescued. An accident had robbed

her of her memory, but the faithful companion dog was the key to her past. Scared, could she trust

the handsome veterinarian offering to help unlock her past?As the two unraveled the mystery of her

amnesia and the intentional accident that caused it, Blaise called upon the Saints to assist when it

appeared trained dogs, drug cartels, the TSA were involved.Discovering who tried to kill her was his

primary missionâ€¦falling in love with her was his reward.****Due to scenes of an explicit sexual

nature and language that some consider crude, please be warned - for 18+ only! If you do not like

alphas with heart who fall instantly in love with strong female characters while dealing with real life

issues...again be warned!!*****Books by Maryann Jordan FAIRFIELD SERIES Laurie's Time
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I love this series, this book is my new favorite of the series. I just love Blaise. He is always takes by

in, caring for and helping animals in need. Since he is a veterinarian it comes natural for him. He

one day stumbles upon a beautiful woman who he could tell needed help but was afraid to accept

help. This book hooked me right away as I watch their story unfold. He sticks by her side to unravel

the mystery of who she is and what happened to her. Along the way he enlisted help from the other

Saints. Has Blaise found the woman for him, one that could love his lifestyle? Can he save her from

her past? Don't miss reading this one. It is part of a series but can be read as a stand alone. I was

gifted a copy for a fair and honest review.

The Saints just keep getting better and better! In Remember Love, we get the story of Blaise, the

animal- loving vet who finds it hard to find a woman who will fully accept his life style, but not the

investigator part. No, the man that has animals all over the house. Then, one day while out to eat

with the whole gang, Blaise spots a women at the bar, eating her weight in free peanuts and water.

Dirty, skinny and in unkempt clothes, Blaise had the waitress send a plate of wings over to her but

when her turns back to her, she's gone, but at least so are the wings. Unsettled by her disappearing

act, he heads to the restroom and out for air and stumbles upon the woman and her massive dog.

From here Blaise sets out on the journey of a lifetime finding his mystery woman and helping her

with her own demons in a fight for life, identity and love.

I loved this book I have been waiting for Blaise story since his character was first

introduced.Remember Love is Blasie story he's the veterinarian and loves helping animals and

people in need so when he stumbles across a woman and her dog in obvious need he does all he

can to help,but he soon finds out that she is a mystery to herself and they need all the help they can

get to solve not only her identity but what happened to her and who's to blame, but as they start to

put the pieces of her life and her accident together they may also be risking their future as well, will

Blasie and the team from Saints Protection be able to solve who's involved,will Blaise who's finally

been able to find the one girl who could love him and his life be able to protect her or will people



from her past finally finish what they started. Loved this book had all the suspense and romance you

expect from Maryann Jordan, my new favourite of the series!!I

So, everyone of my reviews seem to say that each Saint is my favorite, but I definitely have a soft

spot for Blaise. His love for animals completely melted my heart and then his feelings and treatment

of Grace sealed the deal.In Remember Love, Blaise has a special skill that I didn't really equate with

the others...he's a veterinarian. I'm not sure why, but once I started reading, it all clicked. Lord, he is

such a sweetheart, but all alpha...he just makes you all melty (is that a word?) :)Grace is a woman

that seems to be homeless and Blaise is drawn to her. He begins to try and get her to trust him, but

what he doesn't know is she's not really a homeless person...someone attempted to murder her and

she lost her memory in the "accident."Blaise is able to find out who she is and he is so patient with

her yet you can see the love growing between them daily. And not just love...they have amazing

passionate chemistry as well. Both are a perfect fit for each other and they are definitely one of my

favorite couples so far.Maryann Jordan is outdoing herself each time with the suspense factor in her

books. I'm just as wrapped up in that as I'm the romance. I had no clue who the baddie was in this

one...I mean, none at all. When you make it to the end and realize who it is, you will be shocked. I

actually swiped backwards and read it again.Remember Love is a story of hope, love, passion, and

if there is a moral to the story, I think it would be to look beyond what someone's exterior might

show. This book is definitely going into my reread list...ok, everyone of her books do

lol.Congratulations on another fantastic book, Ms. Jordan. I'm so excited about the new series,

Luke's story, and anything you want to write. I give Remember Love 5+ stars and recommend it to

anyone who loves a hot sweet romance with suspense that will keep you on the edge of your seat.

This is an another amazing 5 star read from MaryAnn Jordan. Her series just keep getting better

and better and this one definitely did not disappoint.Blaise is a veterinarian who happens to stumble

across a stray dog and it's homeless owner. Of course he wants to protect her right away, but she

does her best to stay away. He will protect her at all cost when he finds out that she had an accident

that took away her memory.Grace is homeless and it's just her and her trusted dog. She waits

outside of a bar every night to find any food that she can for them. One night Blaise happens to

stumble across them but she runs away quickly. She is determined to not let their paths across

again but they do, and finally she lets him help her find out what happened to her memory.Will these

two get the happy ending they both desire so badly or will others make it nearly impossible? You

must read this amazing book to find out!!
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